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The Duke's Christmas 2020-10-31
escape into the warmth of a victorian christmas where the scent of fresh baked gingerbread and the festivity of the
season conspire to mend an old family feud and bring together a couple perfect for one another if only they could
see it in this newest sweet tale from usa today bestselling author anthea lawson turned out of their home just
before christmas miss mena clarke and her mother have no other option than to accept an invitation from andrew
harrington the 5th duke of beckford to spend the holidays at his country estate mena wants nothing to do with the
boy who teased her so horribly in their youth not to mention the bitter quarrel between their parents that has kept
the families apart for a decade yet as the snow blankets yorkshire in white fresh beginnings don t seem quite so
impossible after all in the mood for more sweet holiday romance don t miss noble holidays a complete collection of
christmas tales keywords sweet romance clean romance holiday love story nobility english christmas holiday
traditions love family reconciliation regency victorian 19th century england mary balogh erica ridley darcy burke
bridgerton duke the duke and i erica ridley heartwarming

The Duke's Christmas: A Sweet Victorian Holiday Tale 2023-12-04
the cold precise duke of montford demands things his way neatly ordered in place and adhering closely to the rules
so he is furious when he learns that the tenant of his ducal estate has been dead for a year and a stranger has been
running the honeywell business which by contract is now montford s when he arrives in yorkshire to investigate he
discovers that the estate is being run by an unruly tomboyish woman and a bluestocking at that fiery redhead
astrid honeywell is independent and educated she s been handling the honeywell family business for years and she
s not about to relinquish it to anyone not even montford because of some archaic contract montford and astrid
have an instant hatred for one another and an undeniable unspeakable attraction they must resist this improper
desire after all montford has a fiancée in london but when astrid s life is placed in terrible danger montford finds he
may be willing to risk everything to save her revised edition this edition of the duke s holiday includes editorial
revisions

The Duke's Holiday 2015-04-07
christy carlyle dazzles with the first romance in her enchanting love on holiday series will hart the duke of ashmore
is everything his father was not scrupulously honest forbidding and apparently joyless as a duke he s a catch but as
a grumpy stick in the mud no lady knows quite how to catch his eye when his sisters concoct a plan for him to visit
a run down family property in cornwall he reluctantly agrees hoping it will be a chance for him to rediscover the
carefree man he once was madeline ravenwood believes she can do anything she puts her mind to including
running the gardening business she inherited from her father and being a founding member of the royal visit
committee hard at work preparing for princess beatrice s visit to judge their annual flower show the appearance of
a stern handsome duke is a distraction maddie doesn t need tasked by the committee to convince the duke to
repair his ramshackle manor house in time for the royal visit he agrees if she will join him as he explores cornwall
spending their days and nights together will s love for maddie becomes too strong to ignore but maddie knows how
different their worlds are and when the burdens of his title reappear can will convince her that she s the woman he
s been waiting for

Duke Gone Rogue 2021-12-28
usa today bestselling author jenny holiday follows a princess for christmas with another delightful contemporary
christmas romance set in the heart of new york city about a playboy baron and a woman who has said goodbye to
love a master of witty banter entertainment weekly there s a royal wedding on and things are about to get
interesting meet the man of honor maximillian von hansburg baron of laudon and heir to the duke of aquilla is not
having a merry christmas he s been dumped by a princess he s unemployed and his domineering father has sent
him to new york to meet a prospective bride he has no interest in in the city he meets dani martinez a smart and
gorgeous professor he s determined to befriend before their best friends marry in the eldovian wedding of the
century meet the best woman newly single no nonsense new yorker dani is done with love she even has a list
entitled things i will never again do for a man which is why she hits it off with notorious rake max he s the perfect
partner for snow angels in central park and deep conversations about the futility of love it s all fun and games until
their friendship deepens into attraction and oops falling in love was never part of the plan
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Duke, Actually 2021-11-16
enjoy a delightful collection of 12 witty feel good small town romps from new york times bestselling author erica
ridley once upon a duke enjoy a fun regency romp featuring a spinster in a counting house a grumpy duke goats
true love and a partridge in a pear tree what could go wrong absolutely everything kiss of a duke a delightful romp
featuring a rake the sexy kind a perfumer of the chemist heroine variety two turtle doves one true love and a kiss to
last a lifetime wish upon a duke an endearing historical romance featuring an astronomer heroine an adventurer
hero three french hens two nerds in love and a wish that finally comes true never say duke a heartwarming romp
featuring four colly birds three french kisses two turtledoves one surly war hero and the vexing young lady he
cannot resist dukes actually a heartwarming romp featuring a buttoned up duke seeking lessons in love and a
carefree hoyden who may give him much more than he bargains for the duke s bride featuring a charming british
smuggler a clever french spinster and a cozy holiday home in which anything might happen the duke s embrace
when monsieur le duc discovers miss shelling intends to publish an exposé about his family he ll wage nothing short
of war to stop her but may lose more than his heart in the battle the duke s desire featuring a grumpy hero minding
his reputation a determined spinster who doesn t give two figs about hers and a holiday that turns everything topsy
turvy dawn with a duke secrets and scandal abound when two delightful strong willed opposites are snowbound
together in this witty feel good romance one night with a duke sparks fly in this definitely not falling in love
workplace romance between a handsome drifter chasing adventure and a small town jeweler who would never
leave her home behind ten days with a duke a second chances enemies while lovers reunion romance where
nothing is as it first appears and everyone s motives are suspect forever your duke a forbidden love opposites
attract romp between a meticulously proper duke and an impishly improper spinster in this witty feel good romance
the 12 dukes of christmas is a series of heartwarming regency romps nestled in a picturesque snow covered village
after all nothing heats up a winter night quite like finding oneself in the arms of a duke

12 Dukes of Christmas (Books 1-12) Box Set 2024-01-31
book one in the regency romp trilogy the duke of montford cold precise and more powerful than the prince regent
himself wants things the way he wants them cross referenced indexed and at his beck and call and he always gets
what he wants until he meets astrid honeywell and a giant pig and a crooked castle in the middle of yorkshire astrid
honeywell staunch bluestocking has struggled for years to keep her family together by running the estate and
family brewery after her father s death she is not about to let the tyrannical duke of montford steal away all she has
worked for because of some antiquated contract between their families so when the priggish duke comes to call she
does everything in her power including setting the family pig on him to drive him away she didn t expect him to be
so well infuriatingly attractive every time he scowls at her she has the most improper desire to kiss him and a whole
lot more montford can t decide whether to strangle astrid or seduce her the one thing he knows for a fact is that he
must resist his powerful attraction for her at all costs he has a very proper very demure fiancée waiting for him
back in london after all but when astrid is kidnapped by a disgruntled suitor and whisked off to gretna green
montford will do anything to get her back will these two drive each other to bedlam or can they make it to the altar
without killing each other includes an ocd duke a fiery heroine mistaken identities errant livestock pompadours
drunken declarations a touch of smex and enough witty banter to sink a ship note this is a sexy historical romance
recommended for 18 due to adult content

The Duke's Holiday 2014-07-15
from the ballrooms of london to abandoned scottish castles to the snowy streets of gilded age new york four
bestselling authors whip up unforgettable christmas romance meet me in mayfair by tessa dare louisa ward needs a
christmas miracle unless she catches a wealthy husband at the ball the duke of thorndale will evict her family from
their home when louisa finds herself waltzing with the heartless thorndale she s unnerved by his handsome looks
and surprising charm the duke of christmas present by sarah maclean rich and ruthless eben duke of allryd doesn t
care for the holidays but when lady jacqueline mosby returns to town after a long absence eben falls under the spell
of christmas and the woman he never stopped loving heiress alone by sophie jordan when annis bannister finds
herself stranded in the highlands during a christmas snowstorm she must fend off brigands terrorizing the
countryside her only hope falls on her neighbor a surly hermit duke who unravels her with a kiss christmas in
central park by joanna shupe mrs rose walker pens a popular advice recipe column no one knows rose can t even
boil water when her boss duke havemeyer insists she host a christmas party rose must find a husband an empty
mansion and a cook but rose fears her plan is failing especially when duke s attentions make her want to step under
the mistletoe with him
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How the Dukes Stole Christmas 2019-09-24
temporary christmas fiancée to future duchess when paramedic mateo alves unexpectedly becomes heir to his
family s dukedom he s asked to return home but mateo loves his new york career so when sparks fly between him
and beautiful er doc miranda davenport he sees a way to appease his family over the holidays miranda can t
believe she s agreed to be mateo s temporary fiancée but as love child to the head of the wealthy davenports she
knows all about troubled families can a magical spanish christmas together bring them both the happiness and
belonging they deserve

The Spanish Duke's Holiday Proposal 2017-11-01
from usa today bestseller grace callaway when former lovers hawker and mrs peabody are paired on a spy mission
over the holidays the pair battle a deadly enemy and a desire that neither can deny as they surrender to passion
secrets emerge that could destroy their chance at happiness can they work together to vanquish their foes and win
the love of a lifetime this steamy enemies to lovers christmas novelette is part of the lady charlotte s society of
angels series grace s books feature hot historical romance fun and feel good happily ever afters and exciting
mystery and adventure her books are standalones which can also be enjoyed as part of her interconnected series
lady charlotte s society of angels hot victorian romance 1 olivia and the masked duke livy ben 2 pippa and the
prince of secrets pippa cullen 3 fiona and the enigmatic earl fiona thomas 4 glory and the master of shadows glory
wei preorder today 4 5 mrs peabody and the unexpected duke pearl hawker 5 charlotte and the seductive
spymaster 2024 game of dukes hot victorian romance 1 the duke identity harry tessa 2 enter the duke ransom
maggie 3 regarding the duke garrity gabby 4 the duke redemption wickham beatrice 5 the return of the duke
severin fancy 6 steamy winter wishes a hot historical romance short story featuring characters from all of grace s
series heart of enquiry the kents hot regency romance prequel novella the widow vanishes will annabel 1 the duke
who knew too much alaric emma 2 m is for marquess gabriel thea 3 the lady who came in from the cold marcus
penny 4 the viscount always knocks twice richard violet 5 never say never to an earl sinjin polly 6 the gentleman
who loved me andrew primrose mayhem in mayfair hot regency romance 1 her husband s harlot helena nicholas 2
her wanton wager percy gavin 3 her protector s pleasure marianne ambrose 4 her prodigal passion charity paul

Mrs. Peabody and the Unexpected Duke: A Steamy Historical
Romance Holiday Short Story 2023-02-14
what s a duke to do when he s made an awful impression on the love of his life the duke of oxthorpe lost his
intensely guarded heart to miss edith clay when edith s rich cousin sought to attach the duke s marital interest so
smitten is oxthorpe with the former poor relation that he s gone through intermediaries to sell edith a property
adjoining the ducal seat edith doesn t much care for the haughty duke but as christmas approaches oxthorpe
reveals himself to be reserved rather than arrogant considerate and blame the mistletoe an accomplished kisser
will edith hold oxthorpe s earlier behavior against him or will she learn that the best holiday gifts can be the most
unexpected

In the Duke's Arms 2015-01-14
a major new biography of duke ellington from the acclaimed author of pops a life of louis armstrong edward
kennedy duke ellington was the greatest jazz composer of the twentieth century and an impenetrably enigmatic
personality whom no one not even his closest friends claimed to understand the grandson of a slave he dropped out
of high school to become one of the world s most famous musicians a showman of incomparable suavity who was
as comfortable in carnegie hall as in the nightclubs where he honed his style he wrote some fifteen hundred
compositions many of which like mood indigo and sophisticated lady remain beloved standards and he sought
inspiration in an endless string of transient lovers concealing his inner self behind a smiling mask of flowery
language and ironic charm as the biographer of louis armstrong terry teachout is uniquely qualified to tell the story
of the public and private lives of duke ellington a semi finalist for the national book award duke peels away
countless layers of ellington s evasion and public deception to tell the unvarnished truth about the creative genius
who inspired miles davis to say all the musicians should get together one certain day and get down on their knees
and thank duke
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Duke 2013-10-17
drawing on unique sources michael bloch describes the career of the duke of windsor during the second world war
as a military liaison officer in france during 1939 40 he issued warnings which had they been heeded might have
avoided the defeat of france as governor of the bahamas 1940 45 he succeeded in what was regarded as one of the
most difficult posts in the british empire but at the same time he and his wife to marry whom he had given up a
throne had a second war to contend with against king george vi and queen elizabeth who were determined to treat
them as outcasts this book caused a furore on publication being the first work to give a detailed account of the
bitter relations between the ex king and his family

The Duke of Windsor's War 2012-05-28
duke ellington s son mercer has said that his father was frustrated in only one area of musical ambition his desire to
do his own broadway show though ellington wrote many theatrical pieces he was never able to achieve success as
a composer for the stage and today his stage shows receive little attention from music historians nevertheless
these works occupied a significant place in ellington s creative imagination and many of the ideas he employed in
their composition found their way into his other work here is the first book to acknowledge duke ellington s
contribution to the stage it offers a survey of every theater piece ellington is known to have worked on during his
lifetime beginning with the 1925 revue the chocolate kiddies and ending with the unfinished street opera queenie
pie this large body of work includes full length musicals african american revues ballets and incidental music the
plot of each work is described and the score analyzed according to its dramatic function in the piece musical
phrases are reproduced in the text and associations with other well known ellington compositions are noted an
appendix provides a chronological listing of ellington s shows with song titles conveniently listed under each

Duke Ellington's Music for the Theatre 2017-07-06
includes over 100 maps of the actions engagements and battles of the entire peninsular war philip guedalla wrote
the duke in 1931 when the exploits of the first duke of wellington were still generally known to his audience in a
brisk but witty narrative guedalla retraces the life and long career of arthur wesley later duke of wellington wesley s
unpromising youth provides no foreshadowing of his future greatness guedalla rescues wellington s highly
successful apprenticeship in arms in india from historical obscurity only jac weller has covered that period better
wellington s successes in the peninsular war and at waterloo have been well documented and guedalla does not
place undue emphasis on this portion of his career guedalla does carry the narrative forward into wellington s long
career in government and in politics after waterloo where despite long and faithful public service he might fairly be
said to have outlived his times wellington spent a military lifetime defeating the more rabid effects of the french
revolution as a politician he found himself often out of synch with the much more peaceful english revolution that
followed it is guedalla s gift as an historian to place wellington in the context of his times and especially of his social
class as a member of the anglo irish nobility his extensive research into wellington s correspondence has produced
a wealth of quotes that help provide a flavor of the man guedalla avoids the temptation to speculate wellington s
worlds and actions are allowed to speak for him we come away with a sense of wellington as a strict disciplined
methodical and confident military officer endowed with both an enormous amount of common sense about people
and politics and with distinct pride and ambition about his own career this book is highly recommended to students
of the life of the duke of wellington d s thurlow

The Duke [Illustrated Edition] 2015-11-06
beggar s holiday is the broadway musical written by duke ellington with lyrics by john latouche arranged by david
serero

Dukes & Poets in Ferrara 2020-10-08
from a new york times bestselling author sparks fly in this definitely not falling in love workplace romance between
a handsome drifter chasing adventure and a small town jeweler who would never leave her home behind dashing
scot jonathan maclean never returns to the same town twice the happy go lucky philanthropist seeks constant
adventure and is desperate to outrun his past when a blizzard traps him in a tiny mountaintop village he meets a
woman who tempts him with dreams he d long since abandoned home community love but other people s
livelihoods depend on him leaving for good as soon as the snow melts no nonsense jeweler angelica parker has
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spent her life fighting for recognition she s black she s a woman and she will prove her creations are the equal to
any artisan in england with the project of a lifetime on the line there s no room for error or distractions especially
not the handsome charmer whose unquenchable cheer and melting kisses have become more precious than jewels
the 12 dukes of christmas is a series of heartwarming regency romps nestled in a picturesque snow covered village
twelve delightful romances and plenty of delicious dukes

Beggar's Holiday (the Only Broadway Musical by Duke Ellington)
2020-10-09
how did a working class young man from washington dc turn the music world on its head and become the master of
jazz find out in this addition to the who hq library a pivotal fixture of the harlem renaissance duke ellington was the
bandleader of the historic cotton club and a master composer writing close to 3 000 songs in his lifetime and
capturing the spirit of the black experience in the unites states over a 50 year career ellington became one of the
biggest names in jazz as we know it he went on to win 13 grammys a pulitzer and receive the presidential medal of
freedom in 1969 who was duke ellington follows the exciting multifaceted journey of this musical genius and takes
a look at what truly makes ellington an artist beyond category

One Night with a Duke 2020-12-01
rebuilding from the ground up is old hat to claire martino after falling out of societal favor in her homeland and
arising from the ashes as a hero in a neighboring kingdom therefore when tragedy strikes due to her half sister s
malicious scheming claire doesn t think twice about going back in time to set things right however two can play at
that game against old and new enemies alike claire is in for more trouble than ever before fortunately with her
quick wits unshakable resolve and trusty team of allies she remains determined to unlock the good ending with the
power of the paffuto kingdom at her back can she beat charlotte at her own game and while charlotte pursues her
own love interest can claire reignite the spark she shared with vik

Who Was Duke Ellington? 2022-11-14
in this rich and authoritative history distinguished historian robert f durden tells the story of the formation of duke
university beginning with its creation in 1924 as a new institution organized around trinity college as durden reveals
this narrative belongs first and foremost to duke university s original president william preston few whose visionary
leadership successfully launched the building of the first voluntarily supported research university in the south in
focusing on duke university s most formative and critical years its first quarter century durden commemorates few s
remarkable successes while recognizing the painful realities and uncertainties of a young institution made possible
by a gift from james b duke the wealthiest member of the family that had underwritten trinity college since 1890
duke university was organized with few as president few s goal was to turn duke into a world class institution of
higher education and these early years saw the development of much of what we know as duke university today
drawing on extensive archival material culled over a ten year period durden discusses the building of the medical
center the rebuilding of the school of law the acquisition of the duke forest and development of the school of
forestry the nurturing of the divinity school and the enrichment of the graduate school of arts and sciences it was
also during this period as durden details that such treasures as the sarah p duke gardens were created as well as
some near treasures as seen by the failed attempt to start an art museum although the story of the birth of this
university belongs largely to william preston few other people figure prominently and are discussed at length alice
baldwin who led in the establishment of the woman s college emerges as a fascinating figure as do william h
wannamaker james b duke william hanes ackland robert l flowers justin miller and wilburt cornell davision among
others although impressive growth occurred in duke s formative years tensions also arose the need to strike an
institutional balance between the twin demands of teaching and research of regional versus national status
combined with continual shortages of funds created occasional obstacles the problem of two sets of trustees one for
the university and another for the duke endowment loomed largest of all as few himself said during these early
years duke successfully embarked on a long journey for it was not until after world war ii that duke university
consolidated the growth begun in the inter war years an important contribution to the history of southern higher
education as well as to duke university this book will be of great interest to historians alumni and friends of duke
university alike
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Formerly, the Fallen Daughter of the Duke: Volume 2 1993
this fully illustrated volume details every aspect of the wwii battleship from plans building and modifications to
active service and final breaking built in 1937 the hms duke of york enjoyed a distinguished wartime career that
included sinking the german battleship scharnhorst in 1943 and serving as the flagship of the british pacific fleet in
1945 this study of the iconic king george v class battleship offers comprehensive and detailed documentation in
plans photographs and text the core of the book is the reproduction in full color of a complete set of as fitted plans
of the ship including many details and close ups these are complemented by a thorough set drawn after the ship s
major refit in march 1945 showing all the modifications undertaken to prepare the ship for service alongside the us
navy in the pacific photographic coverage begins with the stunning views taken by the builder s cameraman during
every stage of construction continues with many shots of her active service and concludes with an illustrated
chronology of the breaking up the accompanying text is as enlightening as the illustrations resulting in a complete
portrait of a great ship in all its complexity

The Launching of Duke University, 1924-1949 2021-07-31
enjoy bianca blythe s delightful enchanting duke hunters club regency romance series today she s determined to
find him a match whether he s ready or not miss daisy holloway is in need of a position and fortunately she knows
the best one matchmaker after all she has no intention of staying in her family s home forever daisy might not yet
be england s premiere matchmaker but she is certain she will be once she convinces the duke of hammett bath s
newest temporary resident to let her find him a bride what better way to start her career than to find the perfect
bride for a duke and what more difficult duke to match than the dour perpetually grumpy duke of hammett the only
thing worse than being injured in a boxing match for reginald smythe duke of hammett is being forced to go to bath
to heal there s a reason that the broadsheets have called him the beast and it s not because of spending time in a
spa town to recuperate reggie certainly has no need of a wife despite what a particular aspiring definitely pushy
matchmaker desires at least he thought he didn t desire a wife fall in love with this beauty and the beast romance
set in bath a scarred duke a cheerful heroine determined to matchmake him and a heartwarming romance the duke
hunters club series 1 all you need is a duke 2 my favorite duke 3 a duke never forgets 4 the duke before christmas
5 the duke meets his matchmaker 6 the truth about princesses and dukes 7 can t buy me a duke

Battleship Duke of York 2020
pioneer on k2 and namesake of the abruzzi ridge mountaineering classic now in legends and lore series complete
biography of an important explorer grandson of the first king of italy luigi amedeo di savoia aosta or the duke of the
abruzzi was one of the most celebrated explorers of the early twentieth century this biography vividly recounts not
only the details of his pioneering expeditions but also the intriguing story of his personal life including a doomed
love affair with an american heiress and his more successful friendship with vittorio sella the duke s lifelong passion
for adventure began in the italian alps of his childhood having mastered the zmutt ridge of the matterhorn at the
age of 21 he vowed to devote himself to mountain exploration just three years later in 1897 he completed the first
successful ascent of alaska s mount st elias his 1899 attempt to be the first to the north pole fell short of its goal
but he succeeded in going farther north than any previous expedition a naval career did not stop him from
exploring the ruwenzori range in africa the duke s most noted achievement was undeniably his pioneering climb on
k2 in 1909 on the route that bears his name the abruzzi ridge in part because of this achievement we are thrilled to
bring this classic originally published in 1997 back into print as one of our legends and lore titles

The Duke Meets His Matchmaker 1868
for fans of jo nesbø ian rankin and john burdett a gripping crime thriller that is steeped in the grit and feel of the
street inspector mislan latif is my kind of detective harry bosch would ride shotgun with him any time michael
connelly in the run up to the eid holiday the police department is drained of staff and the duke expressway jammed
with vehicles as many in kuala lumpur leave the capital to celebrate the end of ramadan with their extended
families in the slow lane a mercedes e200 suddenly veers after several bright flashes and comes to rest against the
guardrail when the highway patrol arrives what looked like a traffic accident turns out to be an apparent murder
suicide of the driver and his female passenger both having suffered gunshot wounds yet called to lend a hand with
the investigation inspector mislan finds something else again the dead man and woman a wealthy politically
connected entrepreneur and his business associate were by all appearances engaged in a long term affair
seemingly in love and the crime scene doesn t add up for suicide but then if these two successful people were
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murdered why and how when the car was locked from the inside and why does the political establishment want the
case closed in such an awful hurry once again mislan must find a way with the help of his team and his politically
savvy boss to withstand the pressure from above solve an impossible mystery and ensure that justice prevails

The Story of the Attempted Murder of His Royal Highness the Duke
of Edinburgh, at Clontarf, Thursday, March 12, 1868, Etc 1997-05-31
matches are being made among the cream of postwar english society in this novel of warmth whimsy quirks and
vinegar with a dash of vitriol the new york times the england of old may be fading away it s so hard to find good
help these days but that doesn t stop the prominent families of barsetshire from producing a new generation of
genteel brides and grooms in this funny entertaining portrait of stubbornly cherished traditions in a changing world
it is difficult not to become charmed amused and engrossed thirkell s sense of the ludicrous is enchanting perhaps
above all it is her basic human kindness and her remarkable insight into the delicate relationship between parents
and adolescent and grown children that endear her books to so many people the new york times thirkell writes with
an asperity and wit and glorious clowning that are all her own san francisco chronicle

The Duke of the Abruzzi 2021-03-16
disgraced and betrayed by those she trusted most lady marina ellis finds herself near death and in desperate need
of rescue evan lockhart never expected to find a woman buried in a snowbank outside of his ducal manor but now
that he has he cannot turn her away as christmas approaches the pair form a bond neither expected but can they
overcome the obstacles standing between them and embrace their chance at love

DUKE 2024-01-23
descended from witches burned at the stake lady emilia noble knows all too well how society persecutes the
different she trusts no one but her own siblings never daring to reveal to anyone outside the family that she like her
grandmother before her can read a person s emotions through the changing colors of their aura when her brother s
foolhardy boast that he can predict the future entangles him with the unscrupulous lord abernathy emilia is faced
with a new threat the ruination of the family s finances and the unmasking of their secret past until emilia meets
felix huntar the duke of kintore for years felix has watched as his immoral uncle lord abernathy has cast shame
upon their family through his dishonest machinations determined that abernathy won t hurt anyone else he vows to
help emilia resolve her family s debts he s been drawn to her since the moment he met her and slowly she begins
to trust him too but when abernathy threatens to reveal the noble family s supernatural gifts emilia s worst
nightmare becomes a very real reality can felix and emilia s love triumph over the forces of evil or are they fated to
be perpetually alone when love is mixed with magic anything can happen

The Duke's Daughter 2021-01-05
reproduction of the original

Christmas in the Duke's Embrace 2018-11-20
the duke of stockbridge 1900 is a classic novel by the american author edward bellamy most famous for his
socialist and utopian novel looking backward 2000 1887 1888 written in 1879 this tale set around shay s rebellion
of 1786 1787 and the armed uprising in western massachusetts due to the government s tax rises is a compelling
story that has the author s political ideals at its heart the duke of stockbridge is a thrilling read and will delight
people who are interested in american history edward bellamy 1850 1898 was an american author journalist and
political activist his novel looking backward 2000 1887 1888 was one of the most successful books published in the
united states in the 19th century and influenced a generation of intellectuals referenced in many marxist
publications of the time the book inspired the formation of nationalist clubs dedicated to spreading his political
ideas bellamy s other works include the novels six to one 1878 dr heidenhoff s process 1880 miss ludington s sister
1885 equality 1897 and the duke of stockbridge a romance of shays rebellion 1900 as well as several short stories
such as the blindman s world to whom this may come and with the eyes shut
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Fated For The Duke 2023-07-23
while on his way to see the estate he resently inherited from this grandfather the duke of grangemoore meets a
young woman running away from her stepmother

The Duke of Stockbridge; A Romance of Shays' Rebellion 2023-01-05
this volume covers the 3rd generation of descendants 2nd generation of descendants 1st generation of
descendants generation of peers and the 1st generation of ancestors larry has been working on his genealogy for
several years and has amassed a substantial amount of information about the duke family of group 2 his collection
consists of paper documents electronic documents information stored in online databases and a plethora of
information gathered from family members he met online while on his quest for the truth about his family jennifer
ann hatfield a professional genealogist with 30 years of experience is credited with igniting larry s interest in family
history and research after years of arduous work his family history was finally ready to be released into the public
domain i believe our gateway ancestor to be william ducke duke who was born in 1620 in england writes the author
william most likely came from devonshire england and landed in warrosquyouke county virginia later known as isle
of wight county according to historians william was sponsored by businessman justinian cooper who sponsored and
received land grants for dozens of immigrants to iow virginia during the colony s early history in 1637 william is
believed to have made the actual voyage on the george in isle of wight county near the old cypress swamp william
ducke established his home john duke who was born in 1640 was the first group 2 ancestor to be born in colonial
america he married elizabeth king and the duke line of group 2 was officially born

The Duke of Stockbridge 2012-08-14
all 11 thrilling duke de richleau stories available in one volume for the first time follow the aristocratic adventurer as
he spies for the british in wwi rescues friends from the soviet union and battles nazi occultists in haiti the prisoner in
the mask vendetta in spain the second seal three inquisitive people the forbidden territory the devil rides out the
golden spaniard codeword golden fleece strange conflict gateway to hell dangerous inheritance to the devil a
daughter the satanist

Danger To The Duke 2022-06-03
surrender to this spicy regency romance miss eliza hawkins s plan step 1 beg the disreputable gabriel duke of vane
to help her gain entry to a house party so she can destroy the lecherous aristocrat who ruined her marriage
prospects step 2 while en route do not get sidetracked by all the ways she could enjoy being thoroughly ruined with
the devilishly handsome vane step 3 at the party work with vane to execute a fitting revenge while not in any way
falling for her commitment shy accomplice from harlequin historical your romantic escape to the past

The Duke Family 2.0 2014-12-26
this comprehensive and accessible companion is the first collection of essays to provide an in depth overview of
ellington s career

The Duke de Richleau Series 2023-10-24
a new regency historical romance from bess mcbride miss margaret chandler daughter of a wealthy hertfordshire
landowner has no particular prospects or desire for marriage her father s estate is entailed to a nephew and upon
her father s death margaret has settled plans to keep house for her cousin who does not care for the country the
only man who could possibly capture her heart is the married duke of momford whose french duchess is trapped in
paris during the war with napoleon margaret is appalled at her scandalous romantic yearnings for the duke even
more shocking is that her feelings may be reciprocated foolish dreams notwithstanding scrupulous and honest
margaret must come to terms with the dishonest duke

A Duke for the Wallflower's Revenge 2014
england 1814 miss grace radclyffe is a practical woman with dreams dreams so close to fruition patience has
become intolerable still she must bide her time even if being the ward of churlish relatives means 1 awkwardness is
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inevitable particularly when the circumstances are hilarious 2 kindness is exploitable specifically when dealing with
the beau monde 3 patience is impossible especially when one is days from gaining one s inheritance fortunately she
is far too attached to her dreams to allow these truths to thwart her practical plans plans that do not involve a
certain duke no matter how delicious sinful and profound the duke of stonebridge doesn t have the luxury to dream
as a duke and an agent for the crown stonebridge carries the weight of responsibility and is prepared to pursue
what he needs even if such needs do not align with what he wants and what he wants is miss grace radclyffe wholly
inappropriate impossibly perfect and utterly remarkable 1 he tried to ignore her impossible 2 he employed his best
scowls futile and all too soon he s stifling smiles and the twitch of his lips then he s wrapping her in his arms kissing
taking claiming it seems he wasn t prepared for everything after all

The Cambridge Companion to Duke Ellington 2017-09-14
the duke of palermo is a comedy about american academic life which is an integral part of edmund wilson s work
and will be enjoyed by the admirers of literary chronicles as well as by those who know his fiction also included in
this collection of plays is an open letter to mike nichols which first appeared in the new york review of books

The Dishonest Duke 2015-01-26

My Duke Experience: The Memoirs of David Noyd 2019-11-19

What the Duke Wants

The Duke of Palermo and Other Plays
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